Generate added value through additional benefits: AEB professional services

Data extract

Business processes are the heart of each of AEB´s
application. They form the starting point and
define the end goal. Description and frequent
optimization of all processes are of key
importance.

Data extract
Our service
The creation of standard data extracts that contain data from your global trade process. A data extract is
generated from your archived transactions. The archived data is usually available one to two days after
ATLAS processing.
You can then generate meaningful statistics yourself and are prepared for possible tax audits or customs
audits. Data extracts are possible for systems hosted in the AEB data center.

Your benefits
⚫
⚫
⚫

Your data is available as CSV or XLS file
Extracts contain information on header and item data
Subsequent evaluation on Excel basis possible
AEB application

Export Filing:
ATLAS

Export Filing:
ATLAS

Import Filing:
ATLAS
Import Filing:
ATLAS

EMCS Filing

Options

Costs

Order
no.

If you need a one-time evaluation of your exports, AEB will
create a standard data extract for you.

One-time
payment:
EUR 130 /
client

D801415

If you want to create your own data extracts, AEB can activate
the functionality for you for at least 12 months. This allows you
to create extracts whenever you need the data. The activation
takes place within 24 hours. You can configure the evaluation
according to your needs and can add additional fields at any
time.

Monthly rate:
EUR 10 /
client

D801416

One-time evaluation of your imports by AEB via EGZ with or
without surcharges/deductions and air freight costs, or EZA
with or without discharge shares.

One-time
EUR 130 /
client

D801415

If you are using Import Filing: ATLAS in the AEB data center,
you will receive a monthly evaluation of your imports from
AEB in a subscription model. This includes: EGZ with or
without surcharges/deductions and air freight costs, or EZA
with or without discharge shares. AEB sends this on the
agreed date.

Monthly rate:
EUR 50 /
client

D801416

If you need a one-time evaluation of your EMCS files, AEB will
create a data extract for you about discharges or submissions
of the energy products / alcohol / tobacco.

One-time
EUR 130 /
client

D801415
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Data extract
EMCS Filing

If you need a monthly evaluation of your EMCS files in a
subscription model, AEB will create a data extract for you
about discharges or submissions of the energy products /
alcohol / tobacco. AEB sends the file to you on the agreed
date.
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Monthly rate:
EUR 50 /
client

D801416

